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LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON A POROUS PLATE WITH CHEMICAL

REACTIONS AT THE SURFACE

V. S. Avduyevskiy and Ye. I. Obroskova

The efficiency of transpiration cooling strongly depends on the

physical properties of the coolant used. The results of the calcula-

tions of a laminar boundary layer on a porous surface can be presented

within a known accuracy as engineering formulas, from which it fol-

lows that a decrease in the heat-transfer coefficient and friction

coefficient is greater the smaller the molecular weight of the gas

fed through the surface.

If the gas which is being delivered enters into chemical reac-

tions, the molecular weight and physical properties of the mixture can

substantially change. In this study we investigated a laminar boundary

layer on a porous plate in the presence of chemical reactions. We

will give the results of numerical calculations of boundary-layer

equations for the case of burning of carbon and hydrogen at the sur-

face with binary diffusion inside the boundary layez and we will sug-

gest approximating formulas.
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Designations

x, y - coordinates q - heat flow

u, v - velocity components Q - diffusion flow e
on the axes

W - velocity of chemical
p --ensity reaction

p - pressure G - gas flow through sur-
face

T - temperature
henthalpy - heat of formation

specific heat at ~ Ah- thermal effect of re-
Cp 'actiifcona aconstant pressure action

C - concentration h - total. enthalpy

S-"iscosity coeffi- a- heat-transfer coef-

cient ficient

X - coefficient of Cf - friction coefficient
heat conductivity

R - Reynolds number
D - diffusion coef-

ficient M - Mach number

P - Prandtl number M+ - molecular weight

-- friction stress Pg- Prandtl diffusion number

T g>T, pD

The indexes mean: w- conditions at the wall; 0 --. conditions

without injection at the same wall temperature; - conditions out-

side the boundary layer: i - gas delivered through wall (fuel);

2 - gas outside boundary layer (oxidant): paired indexes w2, 12 de-

note relationship of corresponding magnitudes.

i. The equations of a boundary layer in a reacting mixture with-

out consideration of thermal diffusion can be presented in the form:

FTD-TT-63-307/i+2+4



equation of motion:

0u u 8 / 08 \ OX
19,o, Y (.U,' 1 1 (1.1l)

equation of continuity for the 1-th component of mixture:

,,_ = - a K, - It, (1.2)

equation .of continuity for entire mixture:

__ (,.3)

equation of energy:

•,J J •,, •,,•.-.• p +//,(1.14)

Boundary conditions

Vt V'W, j~~ JJu,, CiCl when y =0
a = U., J=4., ci C =0(1.5)

Here u, v are velocity components on the x-, y-axes (Fig. i),

p is the density of mixture, p is static pressure, p. is viscosity co-

efficient, CG is the weight concentration, Wi is the rate of consump-

tion of i-th component per unit volume, n is the total number of com-

ponents.

tol

Fig. i.

Enthalpy of the mixture is defined as

=J JCc, , = dT (1.6)

0
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Here Hx is heat liberated as a result of chemical reactions.

For diffusion flow Ki we have

K; J -D.: " (c, - 1.. ), - is . 1x,-, ~~I = L.=(iT

Here Mi is molecular weight of i-th component, Dij* is the multi-

component of the coefficient of diffusion for a multicomponent mixture,

s is the number of molecules of the i-th component in unit volume.

The heat flow owing to diffusion and heat conductivity equals

n or (1.8)i, ,/ = -- x • + .,K d• .

The rates of consumption of components Wi are related by stochio-

metric relations expressing the conditions of conservation of mass of

each element

where v j is the weight fraction of element L in the composition of

component i.

If the number of possible chemical reactions equals 1, and the

number of elements equals m, condition n - m = 1 is fulfilled.

If we multiply Eq. (1.2) by v and sum up, we obtain (m - i) of,

the diffusion equations which do not contain the consumption rate of

components in the right-hand part.

PU 2- Civij +pv~' PV Ki ~ (:1.:19)ax lvj+ p •... . Kiv~i

Equations (1.10) are valid for any assumptions concerning the

nature of the chemical reations.

In addition to these equations, for calculation in .the general

case we must use'linearly independent equations of systems (1.2) based

on the number of reactions 1. In the case of chemical equilibrium.



inside the boundary layer, system (1.9) is supplemented by a system

containing 1 algebraic equations of equilibrium. In certain case6 we

can assume that chemical reactionsproceed in very thin fronts.

In this study it was assumed that the burning front coincides

with the plate surface.

2. The values vw, Jw' C are interrelated by the conditions of

equilibrium of matter and heat at the surface. with the chemical reac-

tions taking place on it taken into consideration.,

The condition of the conservation of mass for the entire mixture

yields the following expression for the flow of gas through the wall:

G (2.1)

The condition of continuity for each component has the form

Using (1.9) we obtain the condition of stochiometry

1 ..... (2.3)

Here CO is the weight fraction of the i-th component in a gas

fed through the wall.

Equations (2.1) and (2.3) yield m conditions of mass equilibrium.

In addition to this, the parameters at the wall are associated by

equations (2.2) based on the number of reactions 1.

In a number of cases we can assign the values of the component

concentrations, for example, assuming that the chemical equilibrium

in the reactions under consideration is shifted to some side. Here

the number of unknown concentrations equals n - 1 = m and Eqs. (2.1)

and (2.3) close the system of boundary conditions of mass equilibrium.

-5-



Let us consider the condition of heat equilibrium when y = 0.

We will denote by h the total enthalpy of the gas including the energy

of chemical formation h

n
/s= J I CA z¢

Then, considering the energy flows into and out of the circuit

(Fig. 1), we obtain that the total heat flow including the energy

transported by diffusion equals

q -0r .A hG (h,,- /ho) + q ± q, (2. 1 )

Here hw is the total enthalpy of gas at the wall, h° is the total

enthalpy of gas delivered through the wall at the initial temperature,

q_ is the heat forcefully being withdrawn from the wall area under

consideration or the heat absorbed by the wall in unsteady heating,

q is the radiant heat flow.

Taking into account Eqs. (1.8), (2.1) and (2.2), Eq. (2.4) can

be reduced to the form

X+ Wih.,, GAJ + -q_ (2.5)

The magnitude Wjhj+ + .,. + Wnhn+ determines the heat effect of

all the actions occurring at the wall, AJ determines the heat con-

sumed for heating the coolant in the wall with consideration of phase

changes. It follows from Eq. (2.5) that the heat transmitted from

the reacting gas to the wall is composed of the heat transmitted as a

result of conduction and heat liberated during chemical reactions at

the wall. The diffusion portion of the heat flow (1.8) compensates

the change of gas enthalpy. on escape from the wall

71

- (2.6)
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3. To investigate the effect of chemical reactions at the sur-

face on heat and mass transfer, we calculated the boundary layer on a

flat porous plate. The gas (fuel) being fed-through the surface chem-

ically reacts with the gas diffusing from the outer flow (oxidant).

It was assumed that the concentration of fuel at the wall is equal to

zero which can be, if the reaction is shifted to one side and the gas

flow through the surface does not exceed a certain limiting value.

The gas fed through the surface can also be a mixture of a fuel with

a neutral gas, for which we took a gas that is a product of the reac-

tion. Inside the boundary layer reactions do not occur and there is

a binary diffusion between the reaction products and the oxidant.

Equations (1.i-1.4) reduced to the form

On 0ý + On) (3-1)

PU.+2-1v = -L ( O (3.2)

ac ac a, O(,Pu 0,---Frv-• =--y.p (3.3)

Here C is the concentration of combustion products, J () 'and y(2)

are the enthalpies of the combustion product and oxidant, D is the co-

efficient of binary diffusion.

Boundary conditions (1.4) with consideration of (2.3) and (2.6)

acquire the form

U = u0, C =CIo, I =J oo- r Y- 00

=0, C =c, - =- 0 kv) pD 0 (3.4)

J'w Vfn Y O

The condition J = Jw when y = 0 can be replaced by the condition

of heat equilibrium (2.6)

-7-



87'
ay bp V. (AJ) + + (3.5)

Here v is the weight fraction of the element of which the fuel

consists in the reaction product; k is the weight fraction of the

fuel in the mixture delivered through the wall. The values k - 0 or

v = I correspond to the limiting cases of the supply of one of the

gases in the mixture and the absence of a chemical reaction; A'hx is

the thermal effect of the reaction referred to a unit weight of fuel;

AJ is the change of enthalpy of the gas supply inside the wall.

We will introduce the dimensionless variables and parameters

-- " Vo P_ , Po

We will denote in terms of c(1"2) the difference of specific
p

heats of the combustion products and the oxidant.

Then for the case Jw = const, Cw = const and with delivery of

the coolant according to the law pwVw , x ', system (3.)-(3.3) can I
be transformed to a system of ordinary differential equations

(3.6)

c (r,2)

-- "= + p-DC'" P + Lpf (X- 1)•1" 2  (3.7)

/C' = (,o.Dc) (3.8)
go•

Here all magnitudes without indexes are reduced to a dimension-

less form and the gas parameters outside the boundary layer are taken

as scales.

The-boundary conditions are transformed to the form:



when n - 0

T = T., C = C., I' = 0

o W/= 2pW2DCW,0 1 - V(-

or,,

T'), + fwAzk 1 = I.AJ + q_ +qq, (3.9)

when =

2' =1, C=I, f'=i

4. System of equations (3.4)-(3.6) was solved by the method of

successive approximations on the "Strela" computer.

As a fuel we examined hydrogen H2 or carbon C, as an oxidant,

oxygen.

It was assumed that during burning one of the f.ollowing reactions

takes place

C+ O+ . Co. (v=I-, 1z=0.25) (4.2)

C+. LO. ,=, k= 0.25)

Calculations were carried out for values of M• equal to 1.5, 6,

10, 15, 20 and T= 3000C. The following conditions were used:

a) wall temperature was taken as TW/T. = 0.5, 5.0;

b) wall temperature was determined from the condition of. thermal

equilibrium when q_ - qr = 0; initial temperature of the gas being

supplied was equal to 3000 .

The physical parameters 4, D, X (dimensionless values) were pre-

sented in the form of the product of two functions: one depending

-9-



on temperature and the other depending on viscosity (i, 2). The first

function is the same for all transfer coefficients

_ +S 2, ,4 (4.4)

For S we took values i.25, 0.57, 0.506 for reactions (4.1), (4.2),

(4.3) respectively.

We used the formulas of Hirschfelder to determine the dependence

of 4 and X on the concentration [3]. The limiting value of pp when

Cw= i and Tw = T. were equal to 0.219, 1.006, and o.83 for reactions

(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) respectively. The values of Xp for these

cases were equal to 0.25i, 0.862, and 0.95. The number P is equal

to 0.72, the values of P equal 0.49, 0.925, and 0.695.

5. As a result of the calculation we obtained the values of

friction stresses, specific heat and diffusion flows as a function of

Sthe injection parameter.

Figures 2, 4, 5 show the dependence of magnitudes

TWO ( I• ) V/u'.) ' qU'° .. . . ý,, P,,-I,,.' (5.

Q, ,.-= <-•-> ,, , 7,,, ,..

on the dimensionless flow of the coolant

S~(5.2)

Here the index "0" means that the corresponding magnitudes were

taken at G = 0 and at the same values of the wall temperature and

flow parameters outside the boundary layer; the prime mark denotes a

derivative with respect to TI

The condition

'46:0-



is fulfilled with sufficient accuracy for an impermeable surface.

"'0 20.0 0.1,8

Fig. 2.

The dimensionless flow is associated with the parameter fw by

the relationship

=- -- uJ½•' _ " __ ((5.3)l (•/%),,T• (ci7F•)o

As we see from Figs. 2, 4, 5, the dependence on the Mach number

and the ratio of the temperatures of the wall and flow is very weakly

demonstrated with such treatments, which enables us to use the calcu-

lation results in a wide range of variation of these parameters. The

corresponding dependences for the case of injection of various gases

without burning have the same properties.

;z_ ,\• I ! /I

SI

0o 6I 0. 0?

_._,_KL_

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Figure 2 shows the relative change of the friction coefficient

from the dimensionless flux. Curve I corresponds to the burning of

0



hydrogen (reaction 4.i), curves 2, 3, and 4, plotted from the data of

other studies [1, 2] correspond to the injection of hydrogen without

burning, injection of water vapors, and air respectively.

As we see, in the case of the burning of hydrogen the effect of

a decrease in the friction coefficient is more appreciable.

Figure 3 shows, for the same cases, the curves of the change in

values of 4p (dashed line) and concentrations at the wall depending on

the gas flow at a constant wall temperature. As is seen, in the case

of burning the concentration of water vapors rapidly increased which

leads to a significant decrease of pp. In cases 2 and 3 the decrease

of 4p is weaker, in case, 4 (with' delivery of air) the value of 4p

does not.depend on the injection intensity.

VI
'M ',

.26\\ N:

Fig. 5.

We can also conclude from an examination of Figs. 2 and 3 that a

decrease of the friction coefficient in burning of hydrogen mainly

occurs not because of the difference of the vertical component of

velocity from zero but due to changes in the physical properties of

the gas near the wall.

Figure 4 shows curves of the relative change of To, qw' and

-Q2-



as a function of GO. In all cases the scattering of the calculated,•

points upon a change of the Mach number from 1.5 to 20 and Tw/T. from

0.5 to 5 does not exceed +5. It is interesting to note also that ,the

decrease of qo is more appreciable and the decrease of 0 less ap-

preciable than the decrease of friction. This can be explained by

the additional effect of the numbers P and P and by the change in-theg

heat capacity of the mixture. The calculation results of the burning

of carbon with the formation of C02 are shown in Fig. 5. The value of

iLp and the Prandtl\number in this case weakly depend on the concentra-

tion. Owing to this the calculated point of the changes of T and

qw differ little from the corresponding curves for the injection of

air into air (dashed curves). The change of the diffusion flow Qwo

as a function of the dimensionless flux is appreciably weaker.

6 t'-

o.. !oo__---:-•----

* a• ai 8 0 w 4 8

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Figure 5 also shows the curve of the change of 0 for burning of

carbon with the formation of CO (dot-dash line). The surface tempera-

ture was established from the condition of heat equilibrium (for.

=0, q_ =,0, To = 3000 and an initial temperature of carbon also

equal to 3000) and was different for different flows of the coolant

and different values of M (Fig. 61).

Figure 7 shows the curves of the change in surface temperature

and dimensionless flow Upon burning in oxygen and in a mixture similar

-±13-



to air in composition (dashed line, Cw = 0.32). At small values of M

*the temperature for the case of burning in oxygen is higher owing to

the greater flow of carbon (GO) and the correspondingly greater re-

lease of heat in the chemical reactions. Here the role of convective

heating is small because of the pronounced decrease of qw)and the sur-

face temperature slightly changes with an increase of M. In the case

of burning in air the value of GO is small, the amount of heat re-

leased in the chemical reactions is also small, and the surface temper-

ature rises together with an increase of M.

6. Let us examine the possible methods of approximation and

generalization of the calculation results in order to derive engineer-

ing formulas and to extend of the obtained results to the case of

burning and injection of gases with other laws of the change in physi-

cal properties and to other flow conditions.

As we see from Figs. 2, 4, 5, owing to the introduction of the

injection parameter- G we are able to take into account the effect of

a change in the Mach number and the temperature ratio Tw/T%. This is

possible because the dependences of the change in the friction and

heat-transfer coefficient on parameter f under different flow condi-W

tions are laid out along a line close to parallel straight lines at

low injection temperatures.

A parallel transfer of all curves to one curve corresponding to

the case of the flow of an incompressible fluid is performed when plot-

ting curves of the relative change in the magnitude as a function of

the parameter GO.

This property can be used when plotting engineering formulas.ý

We will assume that in all cases we can write

Ti - G 
(6.1)



Here WO. is the value of friction stress on an impermeable sur-

face with a change in the physical properties of the gas the same as

that as in the case under consideration. Coefficient P is a constant

and can be taken from the solution for an incompressible boundary

layer with constant physical properties (P - 0.85).

The value of TWo' depends on the ratio of the product . p at the

wall and outside the layer. The best results are yielded by the

.formula

/"• *A-1 , )~ o.J

"T O , W0 A -. = o (iVj.w.tI-.,)0 3  (6.2)

Here Mw and M2 are the molecular weights of the gas near the

wall and outside the layer, w and 42 are the corresponding coefficients

of viscosity at identical temperature (the variation of temperature

across the flow was already taken into account in formula (6.1)).

Using such an approach, we obtained the following approximate

formulas:

K.= 1-0.85Two TI

-K-(. 1- .85+P,• (6.3)
Iwo.

where

K.: = jr 2 io -0.43.13
Pw = :(6.14.)

Ire ('11 ")0d3
2 2/

The factors P.,/3 and Pgo / were introduced into the formulas

for concordance of the angular coefficient since

9ro. Tir.ol) CO Q-15 --



0 ~~T~ii1F TT-f

Fig. 8.

When used in formulas (6.3) and (6.4) it is necessary to know

the physical properties of the gas at the wall.

For a binary mixture

•,.,= 1 ÷4 CC (N2• -- 1)

= I + C( - (6.5)

Here the index 2 corresponds to the gas in the outside flow, in-

dex i corresponds to the gas which is an admixture; Cw denotes the

concentration of the admixture.

To check the accuracy of formulas (6.3), in Fig. 8 we have plotted

on the ordinate

1I Q'6 I
- o K_- q11O K' ' "'a o g

and on the abscissa correspondingly

G,*-- c'--2 G* - -.CP•i /- GOl'g•'S"
K\_ K. K,

As we see the calculated points for Tw (triangles) and qw0

(crosses) within an accuracy of +5% are plotted on a single curve

with an angular coefficient equal to 0.85. The scattering of points

for Qý (circles) is somewhat greater, moreover, all points lie slightly

higher than the generalized curve. However, the error does not ex-

ceed 10%, thus the accuracy of the formulas can be considered satis-

factory.

-±6 -



7. Formulas (6.3) and (6.4) together with the conditions of

heat and mass equilibrium can be used for calculating the amount of

required coolant in transpiration cooling from a given surface temper-

ature or for calculating the burning velocity or sublimation of the

surface.

From condition (3.9) we derive a formula for determining the gas

flow relative to the-concentration of combustion products at the sur-

face

/ar C, (0.85Pc - I -)]O cp'(7'.

Here G is the total quantity of matter borne away from the

wall with the gas, k is the fuel fraction, 1 = (i -v)/v is the stochi-

ometric ratio of the oxidant and fuel, M1. is the molecular weight of

the combustion product, M2 is the molecular weight of the gas in the

outside flow.

The value Cw = i corresponds to complete oxidation in pure oxygen.

The value Cw < i can approximately correspond to burning in an oxygen-

hydrogen mixture.
0

To determine the surface temperature we must use the condition of

heat equilibrium (3.5) which can be reduced to the form

K~qO - eI1aG-tJ +O.S5(Jt - J-)Jpi (7.2)

The value Ka is calculated by formula (6.4). Formulas (7.i) and

(7.2) can be used for determining the required flow of coolant at a

given wall temperature.

8. Formulas (6.3) and (6.4) can be used only with conditions of

equilibrium (3.-5) since they contain unknown values of Cw. However,

the calculated dependences are close to straight lines. Using this

condition, we obtain simple approximate formulas

FTD-TT-63-307/i+2+4 -±7-



tw -- 0 85G~i -- (~) 0 .6 k1 + O.85Pý," '1. • -- 0.85G° {l + (J".)"' 11 osz,/ose /O.5L" i - (if ,,)°"t (8. i)

' .....•[ ;, 1. i' + O.-&,,,P-. (8.2)
= - O~.85Lw, [1- -

Q10 ( o• + o,,,,(8.3)

Here the index i pertains to a gas which is a combustion product,

index .2 pertains to the gas in the outside flow.

In the case of mass transfer through a porous surface without

burning we er-tain the following formulas for the region of small and

average values of GO

. .= 1 -- 0.8 v 21 1z)°'0.

-q '-- -- - 0.85 . W (i , ,)0 ' C, - w (8. ).)

0. " 85GW Mp•.)p,,0

The formulas proposed for this case in Gross' study [2], in which0

only the ratio of molecular weights is taken into account, in our

opinion do not sufficiently account for the effect of all factors.

In conclusion we point out that the magnitude GO used here is re-

lated with the magnitude of the so-called effectiveenthalpy J of the
Pf

surface material by the simple relation

je, 'n eJ, -- J•

We ,easily see that in the case of burning this magnitude can as-

sume negative values.

FTD-TT-63-307/i+2+4 -i8-
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